From the Editor

In Brief New computer-based screening program identifies teens at risk; More older Americans will require treatment by 2020; Bipolar patients with addictions at risk for suicide.

THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN NEUROPSYCHOLOGY AS RELATED TO RELAPSE
Find out the impact of neuropsychology impairment on substance abuse treatment and posttreatment functioning, and learn the latest findings in research using cognitive rehabilitation as an adjunctive treatment to standard therapies to decrease the risk of posttreatment relapse.
By Kerry Grobman, PhD, and William Fals-Stewart, PhD

History Substance Use Trends: History and Principles By William L. White, MA and Randall Webber

HEPATITIS C – WHAT EVERY COUNSELOR SHOULD KNOW
Hepatitis C, or “HCV,” is one of the most significant causes of chronic liver disease in the U.S., and impacts a higher percentage of people in recovery more than any other group. By Kevin Scheel, MS, LADC, MAC

The Pharm Report Dextromethorphan — DXM — “Triple C” By Cardwell C. Nickols, PhD

SPIRITUALITY: AN EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE FOR TREATMENT AND RECOVERY
Take heart and be bold: spiritual interventions are quintessentially evidence-based.
By Christopher D. Ringwald

Professional Development Use Small Talk for Big Results with Resistant Clients
By Howard Rosenthal, EdD, MAC

RELATIONSHIP HEALING FOR COUPLES WHEN ONE OR BOTH PARTNERS ARE IN RECOVERY
Examine methods that are proving to be effective in relapse, the major issues couples must confront, and the role of the therapist. By Beverly Engel, MFT

Research to Practice Develop and Maintain a Professional Relationship for Better Treatment Results
By Michael J. Talley, PhD, CSAC, MAC

AMERICA'S COMPULSION: FOOD ADDICTION
Obesity presently plagues 64.5 percent of adults and 15 percent of children ages 6 to 19 in the U.S. — and the numbers are increasing. By Vicki Berkus, MD, PhD, CEDS

CE Quiz Earn credits with this exam.

Assessment Tools The Food Addiction Checklist

Policy The Future of Treatment for Teens By Mathea Falco, JD

NEW THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES: ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS FOR ADDICTION
This article explores five alternative recovery tools that may be of help to your clients.
By William A. Houwatt, PhD, EdD, ICADC, and Robert H. Coombs, PhD, CAS

On the Web What Constitutes an Examination By Stuart Gitlow, MD, MPH

Opinion The Most Misunderstood Medical Treatment in Existence Today By Jay Clarke
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